
 

 

 
Public Private Sector Dialogue 

Redefining [your PPD]  
 
The World Bank has developed a set of formal indicators to evaluate the structure and effectiveness of a 
Public Private Dialogue (PPD) mechanism. In this exercise you will use the indicators categories to 
describe the platform you work on.  
 
A collaborative policy platform’s effectiveness can be evaluated based on the set of criteria and 
indicators applied by the World Bank in its evaluation of Public Private Dialogue (PPD) platforms more 
generally. A good PPD review should answer all the questions below in a systemic fashion, so as to give 
some objective basis for comparison between different PPD mechanisms in a given country, or for 
improvement of a given PPD mechanism. These questions address the 12 elements of the PPD “Charter 
of Good Practice”. 
 
Your task is to create a PowerPoint presentation with 12 slides that will answer all these 12 questions, 
in a systematic fashion. This will be very helpful in the future, both to communicate about your 
initiative, but also to point to successes or identify gaps.  
 

1. What is the mandate of the body/PPD mechanism and its anchorage in and relationship with 
existing institutions? 

2. How is participation organized and under what structure (diagram)? 
3. Who are the individual champions that help the body/PPD mechanism push for reforms? 
4. How is the body/PPD mechanism coordinated (is there a secretariat), who is/are the 

facilitator(s) and is facilitation well organized? 
5. What type of outputs does the body/PPD mechanism produces, which have they been over 

time, and is there a reform tracking mechanism that enables monitoring of progress on these 
issues? 

6. What has been the communication and outreach strategy of the body/PPD mechanism? 
7. Does the body/PPD mechanism uses a monitoring and evaluation framework and if so, which 

one, and how successful is it at reaching its intended purpose? 
8. Does the body/PPD mechanism support dialogue process at the sub-national level? 
9. What specific arrangements for sector-specific dialogue exist through this body/PPD mechanism 

, and in which particular sector, how does it interacts with other sector development programs 
such as cluster work, value chain work, and what have been the sector-level results so far? 

10. What is the relationship of the body/PPD mechanism to issues pertaining to foreign investment; 
do foreign investors use the body/PPD mechanism as an aftercare mechanism for FDI-related 
policy issues and does the body/PPD mechanism play a role in either representativity or 
advocacy at the international level? 

11. Has the body/PPD mechanism been designed to address the specificity of post-conflict and 
crisis environments, and did it have peace-building implications in helping re-bridge the trust 
and confidence gap? 

12. How have development partners (donors) interacted with the body/PPD mechanism, and if so, 
what degree of independence has the body/PPD mechanism had in term of agenda setting, and 
if the body/PPD mechanism has been donor-supported, how prone is it to become sustainable 
and exit donor support? 


